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What is accent?What is accent?What is accent?


 
Hundreds of speech sounds 
in world languages


 

Lose ability to make new sounds as we age


 

Accent: the subconscious application of a 
phonology to spoken language


 

Foreign accent: the subconscious application 
specifically of a mother tongue mother tongue phonology to a 
second language.



Can we ‘lose’ an 
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May learn new pronunciation 
strategies, but…

≈
 

Native speakers’
 

ears will always 
hear a difference


 

Accent is a permanent marker of difference 
for second language speakers
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“Accent”

 
difference from a perceived norm



 
But this norm is socially constructed (Standard 
Language Ideology)


 

Decades of match-guise experiments show:
≈

 
Listeners will attribute personality characteristics to 
speakers based on accent,  regardless of actions

≈
 

Certain accents result in negative 
perceptions (e.g. Greek; 
Mexican; Korean…) 

≈
 

Others carry prestige (e.g. 
European)
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Perceptions of language abilityPerceptions of language ability

No clear link between accent, perceived 
comprehensibility and intelligibility

 Personal bias may cause a listener to 
dismiss or deny the comprehensibility of 
an accented speaker
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The lawThe law



 

USUS



 

Title VII provides protection based on national origin; not accent



 

Case: Hawaiian meteorologist


 

Case: Filipino applicant for clerk position



 

CanadaCanada


 

Human rights legislation provides protection
≈

 

But judges still use subjective measures to measure accentedness



 

Case: Polish teacher


 

Case: South Asian order clerk
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SummarySummary

 Evidence of belief in a myth of standard 
accent

 Listeners form stereotypes based on 
accents

 These stereotypes lead to real cases of 
discrimination
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 15-30% of differential in earnings may be 
due to racialisation

 
(Reitz)

 Immigrants feel accent hinders finding 
employment

Native speakers from racialised
 

groups 
have accents ‘corrected’

 Job postings may require ‘no accent’



Study of Ottawa employersStudy of Ottawa employersStudy of Ottawa employers

Do employers use accent to evaluate 
the  language ability of immigrant 
applicants?

 Looked at attitudes rather than actions

 9 respondents
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Survey conclusionsSurvey conclusionsSurvey conclusions

 Views not extreme, but…
Many employers revealed a readiness to 

rely on accent as a factor to determine 
English proficiency

 Attitudes may be less problematic for 
younger decision-makers



ConclusionsConclusionsConclusions


 
Accented speakers should be able to take pride 
in their speech
≈

 
Accented speech reveals multiple layers of language 
learning and linguistic ability 


 

Native English speakers are at an unearned 
global advantage 
≈

 
Standards of correctness that are not necessary for 
communication maintain this privilege


 

Arbitrarily filtering skills through accent is bad 
business



RecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendations

 Employers need information on accent 
and appropriate tools for language 
evaluation

 ESL classrooms need to address the 
politics of accent with students

 Include accent discrimination in anti-
 racism and diversity initiatives
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